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Abstract 
Let L(F oo) be the Ih-factor defined by the free group F 00 in infinite number of genera-
tors. It is shown that for a class of automorphisms of L(F 00 ) arizing from bijections of the 
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In order to· obtain a deeper understanding of noncommutative entropy as defined by Connes 
and co-authors [2,3,4] it is necessary to compute the entropy in a variety of cases. In the 
present paper we shall consider the I h -factor L(F 00 ) defined by the left regular represen-
tation of the free group F 00 in countably infinite number of generators. If G is the set 
of generators then each bijection a : G ~ G defines an automorphism of F 00 and hence 
of L(F00). We shall prove that if each orbit {an(u) : n E Z}, u E G, is infinite then the 
entropy of a is zero. A special example is the free shift, which if G is indexed by Z cor-
responds to the shift on Z. This .automorphism is extremely ergodic in the sense that the 
only globally invariant injective von Neumann subalgebra of L(F oo) is the scalars [6]. Now 
it has been noted by Voiculescu, see e.g. [7], that free products of C* -algebras have many 
features analogous to infinite tensor products. Thus it may seem surprising that the free 
shift has entropy zero. The reason is that L(F oo) is highly noncommutative with a great 
deal of dependence between factors of free products of subalgebras, so that operators tend 
to be orthogonal in the Hilbert space structure defined by the trace. The main content of 
section 2 is a uniform estimate for finite sets of positive operators to this effect. This is 
quite different from infinite tensor products, which have lots of independence and are close 
to the classical abelian situation. In particular the shift has a globally invariant subalgebra 
on which the action is the classical one. 
In two recent papers [8,9] Voiculescu studied another concept of entropy of automor-
phisms of von Neumann algebras, which he called perturbation theoretic entropy. He showed 
that for the free shift this entropy has the value +oo, thus the two types of entropy are 
essentially different in L(F 00 ). 
2 Norm estimates on L(F 00) 
Let M be a 111-factor with normalized trace 7. Let N C M be a von Neumann subalgebra. 
We denote by EM the trace preserving conditional expectation of M onto N defined by the 
1 
equation 
r(EN(x)y) = r(xy) for xEM, yEN. 
The L1-norm of an element x EM is given by 
llxll1 = r(lxl) = sup ir(xy)i, 
yEM1 
where M 1 denotes the unit ball in M, see [5, Ch. 1, §6, Cor. 1]. Thus we have 
Thus in obvious notation IIENII 1 ::; 1. Let E~ denote the orthogonal projection in L 2 (M, r) 
onto the orthogonal complement of 1 in N, i.e. 
E~(x) = EN(x)- r(x)1. 
Since lr(x)l ::; llxlh we have 
hence 
We shall in the rest of this section study the following situation. 
2.1 Notation Let (S;);eN be a sequence of disjoint subsets of the set of generators G of 
F 00 • Let F i = F s; be the free subgroup of F 00 generated by Si, and let FJ = F i - { e}, 
where e is the identity in F 00 • Let E; = EL(F;) and EJ = E2(F;)· Each element g E F oo, 
g =/= e, can be written as a product u~1u~2 ... u~k, where u 1, •.• , uk E G, n; E Z- {0}, and 
ui =/= Ui+I . Then g is said to be in reduced form. We denote by 1; the set of g E F 00 such 
that g does not end to the right inS;, i.e. either g = e or if g = u~1 ... u~k as above, then 
Uk tj. S;. 
We denote by g --l- )..9 the left regular representation ofF oo into L(F 00). 
Lemma 2.2. Let notation be as above. Let x = I: a9 A9 , a9 E C, be a finite sum. Then 
gEFoo 
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Proof: We have x*x = L: a9ahAg-lh. Since g- 1h E F; if and only if h = gs with 
g,hEFoo 
s E F;, hence, when g is written in the form g = g0t, g0 E 13, t E F;, then g- 1h E F; if and 
only if g = g0t, h = g0ts, g0 E 13, t, s E F3• It follows that the elements in the sum of x*x 
with g-1h E FJ are those of the form 
Thus we have 
(1) 
where cis an element in L(F 00 ) which is orthogonal to all subalgebras L(F3). We have as 
above 
I L ahtAhtl 2 = 
tEF; 
L ( L ahtahts) As 
sEF; tEF; 
= L lahtl 2 + L ( L ahtahts) As. 
tEF i seF~ tEF i 
Substitution of this in (1) yields 
whence 
QED. 
Lemma 2.3. Let e > 0. Then there exists r = r(e) E N with the following property: 
If (xe)eer is a finite set of operators in L(F 00)+ of the form x*x in Lemma 2.2, then there 
exists a subset 1 C N with card 1 < r such that 
Proof Normalizing we may assume r( L: xi) = 1. We have by assumption xi= y£ye with 
lEI 
Ye = I: a~ .. \g. Thus 
gEFoo 
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L L la~l 2 = L IIYlll~ = L llxlll1 = L r(xl) = 1. 
lEI gEFoo l l l 
From formula (1) we have 
xl = :L la~l 2 + :L :L :L :L a:~ta~tsAs + cl, 
gEF oo j sEFj hEJ; tEF; 
with d ..l L(Fj)· Note that the term la~tl 2 appears only once in the sum 
:L:L :L :L la~tl 2 • 
j lEI hEJ; tEFj 
Thus this sum has value majorized by I: I: la~l 2 = 1. 
lEI gEFoo 
Let 8 > 0 satisfy 2(8112 + 8) = c, and let r = [i] + 1. If Ci > 0 and i~1 Ci = 1 we have 
Ci > 8 for at most r indicies i. Thus there exists a subset J c N with card J:::; r such that 
:L :L :L la~tl 2 < 8 for j tj J. (2) 
lEI hEJ; tEFj 
By Lemma 2.2 
EJ(xl) = L (1 L a~tAhtr -la~l 2 - L la~tl 2) . 
hEJ; tEF; tEFJ 
(3) 
Let m = I: a~tAt. Since I: a~tAht = .\h I: a~tAt we have 
tEFJ tEF; tEF; 
I 
""" l , 12 I l ll2 I ll2 -l l l l* l* l L..J ahtAht = ah + Y11. = ah + ahyh + ahyh + Y11. Y11. • 
tEF; 
Since for x E L(F oo), r(lxl) 2 :S: r(lxl 2), hence llxlh :S: llxll2, and furthermore 
L L IIY~II~ = L L L la~l < 8 for j tjJ, 
hEJ; lEI hEJ; lEI tEFj 
we have by (2) and (3) for j ¢ J 
L 11Efxlll1 < L L lla~y~ + a~yf + yf Y~- L la~tl 2 11 
lEI lEI hEJ; tEFq 1 
] 
< L L (21a~IIIY~Ih + IIY~II~ + L ia~t1 2) 
lEI hEJ; tEFJ 
< 22::: L ia~IIIY~Ib +22::: L L ia~tl 2 
lEI hEJ; lEI hEJ; tEFj 
< 2( 2: 2::: la~l 2r12 ( 2: 2: IIY~~~~) 112 + 28 
lEI hEJ; lEI hEJ; 
< 281/ 2 + 28 = e . 
QED. 
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Lemma 2.4. Let c > 0. Then there exists r = r(c) EN with the following property: Let 
notation be as in (2.1) and let (xe)eEI be a finite subset of L(F 00)+. Then there exists a 
subset J c N with card J < r such that 
for j~J. 
Proof. Normalizing we may assume L: 7(r) = 1. Let A denote the *-algebra consisting 
eel 
of finite sums L: a9 >.9 , a9 EC. Then A is strongly dense in L(F00 ). Let k =max llrll1/2 • 
geFoo eel 
By the Kaplansky density theorem the ball Ak of operators with norm less than k is 
strongly dense in L(Foo)k = {x E L(Foo): llxll :::; k}. Write xe = ye·ye, withy E L(Foo)· 
Then there is a net (y~JaeA in Ak which converges strongly to ye. Since multiplication is 
strongly continuous on bounded sets and *-operation is strongly continuous in JJ1-factors, 
y;· y; -t xe strongly. From the inequality 
we can conclude that IIY;·y;- xelh -t 0. Let s = card I, and choose ~ E Ak with 
llxe-ye·Yell 1 < c/4s, and such that 7(~·~) = 7(xe). Then L: 7(~·~) = 1. Let r = r(c/2), 
eel 
with r(c/2) as in Lemma 2.3, and let J C N be a set with card J < r such that 
L IIEJ(ye•ye)lh < c/2 for j~J. 
eel 
Since IIEJII1:::; 2 we thus have for j ¢ J, 
L IIEJ(xe)lll 
eel 
< L IIEJ(ye· Ye)lll + L IIEJ(ye· Ye- xe)lh 
eel eel 
< c/2 + 22:: llxe- ye•Yel11 
eel 
< c/2 + 2sc/4s 
- c. 
QED. 
We shall need a version of the last lemma in which the L1-norm II 11 1 is replaced by the 
operator norm II II· 
5 
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Lemma 2.5. Let notation be as in (2.1). Let N 1 be a finite dimensional von Neumann 
subalgebra of L(F1). Suppose for each j there is an automorphism o:1 of L(F 00 ) such that 
N1 = o:1(N1) C L(F1). Then given c > 0 there exists r = r(c, N 1) EN such that if (xe)eer 
is a finite subset of L(F 00)+, then there is a subset J c N with card J ::; r such that 
for j~J. 
Proof. Since N 1 is finite dimensional there exists a constant c > 0 such that llxll ::; cllxiii 
for xEN1. Since an automorphism of a 111-factor is isometric for both norms 1111 and lllh 
the same inequality holds for x E N1 for all j. With r as in Lemma 2.4let r(c, N1) = r(c/c). 
Then for X E L(F oo)+ 
So the lemma follows from Lemma 2.4. 
QED. 
3 Entropy 
In this section we prove our main result on entropy announced in the introduction. The 
automorphisms we shall consider are those which act freely on the generators of F oo , where 
the definition of free will be as follows: 
Definition 3.1. If X is a set and a: X--+ X is a bijection we say a is free if the cyclic 
group {o:n: nEZ} acts freely, or equivalently, the map n--+ o:n(x) of Z into X is injective 
for all xEX. 
The following result is probably well-known and is included for completeness. We are 
indebted toN. 0vrelid for showing it to us. 
Lemma 3.2. Let X be a set and a : X -+ X a bijection. Then the following three 
conditions are equivalent. 
(i) a is free. 
(ii) Each orbit {o:n(x): nEZ}, xEX, is infinite. 
(iii) For each finite subset S c X there is pEN such that the sets o:nP(S), n E Z, are 
disjoint. 
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Proof. The equivalence (i)#(ii) is trivial. If an(x) = am(x) with n =f. m, then 
aP(n-m)(x) = x for all p E N, hence the sets aiP({x}), j E Z, are not disjoint. Thus 
(iii)=?(i). 
Assume (i), and letS= {x1, ... , Xr} be a finite subset of X. Since orbits are disjoint or 
equal it suffices to show (iii) in the case when S is contained in an orbit. Say Xi = an' (x), 
x EX, i = 1, ... , r. Let p = 1 + 2m!lJC lnil· Then the sets anP(S), n E Z, are all disjoint, 
~ 
as follows easily from freeness of a. 
QED. 
To fix notation we recall some facts from [4]. r is a normal trace of a finite von Neumann 
algebra M with r(1) = 1. For each kEN, Sk consists of the set of all families (xi1 •.. ik)i;EN 
of positive elements in M, zero except for a finite number of indices, and satisfying 
We say such a family (xi1 ... iJ is a partition of unity. For x E Sk, .e E {1, ... , k} and i.e EN 
we put 
If N 1 , ... , Nk are finite dimensional von Neumann subalgebras of M, then 
Here 17(t) is the real function on [0, 1], 17(0) = 0, 17(t) = -tlogt. If a E AutM and N C M 
is finite dimensional then 
H(N, a)= lim iH(N, a(N), ... , ak-1(N)). 
k--+oo 
The entropy H (a) is defined by 
H(a) =sup H(N, a), 
N 
the sup taken over all finite dimensional von Neumann subalgebras. 
As noted in the introduction a bijection of the set G of generators ofF oo onto itself 
defines an automorphism of L(F 00). 
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Theorem 3.3. Let a be an automorphism of L(F oo) defined by a free bijection of the set 
of generators on itself. Then its entropy H(a) = 0. 
The theorem is probably true for all bijections of G on itself, since the entropy of a 
periodic automorphism is zero, and each bijection is a combination of free and periodic 
maps. Thus an automorphism on L(F oo) defined in this way is a "free product" of free and 
periodic actions. We thus get into a problem analogous to that of considering the entropy 
of a tensor product of automorphisms, a problem which is still unsolved. 
By [4, Remark 6] the entropy satisfies the following identity for automorphisms of the 
hyperfinite I 11-factor. 
H(aP) = iPiH(a), pEZ. 
We shall be content with a weaker result. We remark that the lemma can as easily be 
proved in the greater generality of [3]. 
Lemma 3.4. Let M be a finite von Neumann algebra and a E Aut(M) with 1 o a= 1. 
Let p E N. Then for n = pk, k E N we have for a finite dimensional von Neumann 
subalgebra N c M 
~H(N, a(N), ... , a""-1(N)) < iH(N, aP(N), ... , aP(k-I)(N)) 
Proof. By subadditivity of H we have 
H(N, a(N), ... , an- 1 (N)) < H(N, aP(N), ... , aP(k-l)(N)) 
+ H(a(N), aP+l(N), ... , aP(k-l)a(N)) 
+ · · · + H(aP- 1(N), a 2P-1(N), ... , aP(k-l)aP-1(N)) 
- pH(N, aP(N), ... , aP(k-l) (N)). 
Hence 
~H(N, a(N), ... , an-1 (N)) < ~H(N, aP(N), ... , ap(k-l)(N)) 
- tcH(N, aP(N), ... , ap(k-l)(N)) 
QED. 
Lemma 3.5. Let M be a von Neumann algebra with a normal trace 1 with 7(1) = 1. 
Let (xi1 ... ik) E Sk be a partition of unity in M+. Then 
k 
L 7J7(Xi1 .•• ik) - L L 7J7(xfe) ::; 0. 






Proof. Let Ne =C. Then ENe = T, so by definition of H(N1, ... , Nk) we get 
0- H(C)=H(Nb···,Nk) 
- sup L rJ7(Yh ... i,J- L L T'fl(T(Yfe)) 
yESk h ... ik e ie 
- sup L 'fJT(Yh ... ik) - L L 'fJT(Yfe) 
yESk i1 ... ik e ie 




Lemma 3.6. Let Ci ~ 0, Ai E [0, 1], i = 1, ... , s, I: Ci = 1. Let 
i=l 
c=maxj>-·- ~c->-·1 • ~  :J J ~ j=l 
Then 
0 :S 'fl( t CiAi) - t Ci'fJ(>.i) <c. 
i=l i=l 
Proof. The positivity follows from concavity of 'fl· To prove the other inequality let 
A= I: CiAi· By the Mean Value Theorem there is /li between Ai and A such that 
i 
and if Ai = 0 the same is true. Thus we have 
0 :S 'fJ(A) - L Ci'fJ(Ai) 
=-L CiAi(logA -log~) 
= L Ci ).~ ( Ai - A) + L CiA~ (>.i - A) 
>.,::;A fl~ >.,>A fl~ 
< L Ci Ai ( Ai - A) 
>.,>A A 
1 




Lemma 3.7. Let M be a von Neumann algebra with a faithful normal trace T with 
r(1) = 1. Let N C M be a finite dimensional von Neumann subalgebra containing 1. Let 
xEMt. Then 
Proof. We can write 
s 
EN(x) = L AkQk 
k=l 
s 
where Qk is a minimal projection inN, and I: Qk = 1. It follows that 
k=l 
r-ry(EN(x)) = L r(qk)TJ(Ak) 
k 
r(x) = r(EN(x)) = L r(qk)>..k. 
k 
Therefore we have by Lemma 3.6, since I: r(qk) = 1 
k 
0 < 1J(r(x))- TTJ(EN(x)) 
- 1] ( L r(qk)>..k) - L r(qk)TJ(Ak) 
k k 
< max !>..k- L r(qj)>..il 
k . 
J 
- l!EN(x)- r(x)l!. 
QED. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let M c L(F oo) be a finite dimensional von Neumann subal-
gebra. To show H(o:) = 0 we must show 
lim fH(M, o:(M), ... , o:k-1(M)) = 0. 
k--+oo 
Since M is finite dimensional, given 17 > 0 there exists a finite subset S of the set G of 
generators of F = such that M (:_ L (F s), i.e. for all x E M1 there is y E L(F s )I such that 
llx- Yll2 < 7]. By [4, Thm. 1] if c > 0 there is 8 > 0 such that if N is a von Neumann 
s 
subalgebra of L(F 00 ) and M c N then the relative entropy H(M!N) <c. By [1, Thm. 4.2] 
if rJ = 1~5 8 (or use [4, Lem. 5]) then there is a finite dimensional von Neumann subalgebra 
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c N C L(Fs) such that M c N, hence H(MIN) < c. But then by property (F) of the 
function H in [4], 
iH(M, a(M), ... , ak-1(M)) < iH(N, a(N), ... , ak- 1(N)) + H(MIN) 
< iH(N, ... , ak-1(N)) +c. 
Thus it suffices to show iH(N, ... , ak-1(N)) < c fork sufficiently large and c > 0 given. 
Since Sis a finite set and a is free on G, there is by Lemma 3.2 pEN such that the sets 
anP(S), n E Z, are all disjoint. Since the sequence { iH(N, ... , ak-1(N))} keN converges it 
suffices by Lemma 3.4 to show 
iH(N, aP(N), ... , aP(k-l) (N)) ~ c for large k. (4) 
Let () = aP. IfNi = ()i- 1(N), j = 1, 2, ... , they satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 2.5. 
Let r = r(c/2, N) of Lemma 2.5. Fix kEN with k > 2; H(N). Let (xi 1 ••. ik) E Sk be a 
partition of unity in L(F oo)+. We shall show that 
k 
i ( -~ TJT(Xil···ik)- L ~ TTJEN~.(xf~.)) < c, 
~l···~k l=l ~1. 
which will show (4). 
By Lemma 3.5 we have 
k 
L TJT(xil···ik) - L LTTJEN~. (xf~.) ~ 
< ( -~ TJT(Xi1 ••• ik)-L~ TJT(xt)) + L ( ~ TJT(xf)- TTJEN~.(xt)) (5) 
~l···~k e ~~. e ~~. 
k 
< L I L TJT(xf~.)- TTJEN~.(xf~.)l· 
l=l it 
By Lemma 2.5 there is a subset J C N with card J < r such that 
-~ IIE~~.(xi1 ... ik)ll < c/2, 1!tj.J. 
~1-··~k 
It follows that for 1! tj. J 
~ IIE~~.(xf~.)ll -
~I. 
~~~E~~.(. . ~ . Xi1 ... ik)ll 
~1. ~l-··~1.-l,~l.+l···~k 
< L L IIERr~.(xil···ik)ll 
< c/2. 
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Thus by Lemma 3. 7 
JI>Jr(xfe)-T'T](ENe(xfe))j <e:/2, ffjJ. 
ie 
We therefore have, using (5), 
k 
fc [. ~ 7]T(Xi1 ••• ik) - L ~ T'f/ENe (xfe)] 
~1- .. ~k l=l ~l 
~ -k L I L"7T(xfe)- T'T]ENe(xfe)l + ;k(k- cardJ). 
lEJ ie 
Since 
I;;= ryr(xfe) - T'T]ENe (xfe) I ~ H(N£) = H(N) 
~e 
we obtain that the expression in (6) is smaller than 
-fc card J H(N) + e:/2, 
(6) 
which is smaller thane: since k > ~ H(N). Thus independently of the partition (xi1 ... ik) we 
have 
fc ( -~ 7]T(Xi1 ••• ik)- L ~ T'f/ENe(xf)) < e: 
~l···tk .e te 
for k > 2; H ( N), proving the theorem. 
QED. 
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